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3. But, lastly, is it probable, supj)osiDg this to have been St. Paul's

meaning, that he would have expressed himself as he has done ? If

in writing to a half-Greek half-Celtic people he ventured to argue

from an Arabic word at all, he would at all events be careful to make
his drift intelligible. But how could his readers be expected to put

the right interpretation on the words " this Hagar is Mount Sinai in

Arabia " ? How could they possibly understand, knowing nothing of

Arabic, that he meant to say, " this word Hagar in the Arabic tongue

stands for Mount Sinai " ? Even if it be granted that his readers

were acquainted with the foct which was the key to his meaning, is

cv TT7 'Apa/5ia at all a likely expression to be used by any writer for

h' ry 'Apa/SiKT) yXwcra-r] or \\.pafiuTTL, unless it were made intelligible

by the context ? Yet this is the meaning generally assigned to Iv rg

'Apa^ta by those commentators, ancient or modern, who adopt the

interpretation in question, and, indeed, seems to be required to justify

that interpretation.

In the face of these difficulties, it seems at least improbable that

the point of the passage is the identity of " Hagar " and " Sinai " as

different names of the same mountain, and the reading which retains

" Hagar " in the text loses any support which it may seem to draw
from this identity, assumed as a fact.

XIIL PHILO'S ALLEGORY OF HAGAR AND SARAH.i

In giving an allegorical meaning to this passage of the Old Testament
narrative, St. Paul did not stand alone. It might be inferred, indeed,

from his own language, that such applications of the history of Hagar
and Sarah were not uncommon in the schools of his day.' But, how-
ever this may be, it is more than once so applied in the extant works
of Philo. I have already pointed out the contrast presented by his

treatment of the history of Abraham in general to the lessons which
it suggests to the apostle of the Gentiles. This contrast extends to

his application of the allegorical method to this portion of the sacred

narrative. Philo's allegory is as follows :

Abraham — the human soul progressing towards the knowledge of

God— unites himself first with Sarah and then with Hagar. These

1 For Philo's allegor}' of Hagar and alleg. i. p. 135 ; De Cherub, i. p. 139 sq. ;

Sarah, see esp. De congr. quaer. erud. (jr. De prof. i. p. 546 ; De Abr. ii. p. 52 ; De
i. p. 519 sqq. ; esp. pp. 521, 522, 530, somn. i. p. 656.

592, and Qnaest. in Gen. p. 189 sqq.

;

- See the notes on ffvvffToixf'i and
2.33 sqq. (Aucher). Compare also Z/<?y. aWrj-yopovixeva.
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two alliances stand in direct opposition the one to the other.^ Sarah,

the princess— for such is the interpretation of the word^— is divine

wisdom. To her, therefore, Abraham is bidden to listen in all that

she says. On the other hand, Hagar, whose name signifies " sojourning "

(TrapoUrja-is), and points, therefore, to something transient and unsatis-

fying, is a preparatory or intermediate training— the instruction of

the schools—secular learning, as it might be termed in modern phrase.^

Hence she is fitly described as an Egyptian, as Sarah's handmaid.

Abraham's alliance with Sarah is at first premature. He is not

sufficiently advanced in his moral and spiritual development to profit

thereby. As yet he begets no son by her. She therefore directs him

to go in to her handmaid, to apjily himself to the learning of the schools.

This inferior alliance proves fruitful at once. At a later date, and

after this preliminary training he again unites himself to Sarah ; and

this time his union with divine wisdom is fertile. Not only does

Sarah bear him a son, but she is pointed out as the mother of a

countless offspring.* Thus is realized the strange paradox, that " the

barren women is most fruitful." Thus in the progress of the human
soul are verified the words of the prophet, spoken in an allegory, that

" the desolate hath many children." ^

But the allegory does not end here. The contrast between the

mothers is reproduced in the contrast between the sons. Isaac rep-

resents the wisdom of the wise man, Ishmael the sophistry of the

sophist." Sophistry must in the end give place to wisdom. The son

1 De Abr. ii. p. 15, ivauncoTaTOi 5e x^f"'''''^ "Pi-vvqs i] (priaiv, "^.Teipa ireKiv

aXKi;Xois eicrlv oi ^ex^eVres yajioi. eirra 7) 5e ttoW^ eV reKVOis 7\(Td4vT\(Te

^ In some passages Philo still further (1 Sam. ii. 5).

refines on the change in her name (Gen. ^ De e.recr. ii. p. 434 t) yap iprjfxus, if

xvii. 15): e.g De mut. nom. i. p. 590; (l)ri(T\v6-rrpo(p-!]T7is,evTeKv6sTiKa\iToK{nrais,

Quaest. in Gen. 11. 229 {Aiicher), de Cherub. Hirep \6yiov koX iir\ y^/vxris aWriyopuTai
i. p. 139. Her first name 2opa ("^"I'iJ) (Isa. liv. 1). The coincidence with St.

is apx'r) fiov, her aftername Soppa (iT^TU) Paul is the more striking inasmuch as

is &pxov(Ta ;
(see Hieron. Quaest. in Gen. Philo verj rarely goes beyond the Pen-

T. iii. p. 331). Thus they are related tateuch in seeking subjects for allegor-

to each other as the special to the general, ical interpretation. There is, indeed, no
as the finite and perishable to the in- mention of Sarah and Hagar here, but
finite and imperishable. it appears, both from the context and

3 7) fiifft) Kol iyKVKXtos irojSeio is Philo's from parallel passages, that they are
favorite phrase, e.g. De Cherub, i. p. 139. present to his mind.

* De conjr. quaer. erud. gr. i. p. 519 ^ De sobr. i. p. 394 aofiau fifv 'ItroctK,

TavTt)v Mci'DcTTis, tJ) irapaSo^SraTov, koi (To<piariiav 5e 'l<Xfxar)\ K(K\7ipairai : comp.
CTTetpav airo<paivei Kal TroXvyovuTaTriv : de Cherub, i. p. 140, and other passages
comp. Z)e 7?n/<. ?iOH(. i. pp. 599, 600, where referred to in p. 368, note 1. The
he adds KaTo. Th dS6fj.evoi' ^afxa Wb rfjs names give Philo some trouble. Isaac,
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of tlie bondwomen must be cast out, and flee before the son of the

princess.^

Such, is the ingenious application of Philo—most like, and yet most
unlike, that of St. Paul. They both allegorize, and in so doing they

touch upon the same jioints in the narrative, they use the same test

by way of illustration. Yet in their whole tone and method they

stand in direct contrast, and their results have nothing in common.
Philo is, as usual, wholly unhistorical. With St. Paul, on the other

hand, Hagar's career is an allegory, because it is a history. The
symbol and the thing symbolized are the same in kind. This simple

passage of patriarchal life represents in miniature the workings of

God's providence, hereafter to be exhibited in grander proportions in

the history of the Christian church. The Christian apostle and the

philosophic Jew move in parallel lines, as it were, keeping side by
side, and yet never once crossing each other's path.

And there is still another point in which the contrast between the

two is great. "With Philo the allegory is the whole substance of his

teaching ; with St. Paiil it is but an accessory. He uses it rather as

an illustration than an argument, as a means of representing in a

lively form the lessons before enforced on other grounds. It is, to

use Luther's comparison, the painting which decorates the house

already built.

At the same time we need not fear to allow that St. Paul's mode
of teaching here is colored by his early education in the rabbinical

schools. It were as unreasonable to stake the apostle's inspiration on

the turn of a metaphor or the character of an illustration or the form

of an argument, as on purity of diction. No one now thinks of main-

taining that the language of the inspired writers reaches the classical

standard of correctness and elegance, though at one time it was held

almost a heresy to deny this. " A treasure contained in earthen

vessels," " strength made perfect in weakness," " rudeness in speech,

yet not in knowledge," such is the far nobler conception of inspired

teaching which we may gather from the apostle's own language. And
this language we should do well to bear in mind. But, on the other

of course, signifies " laughter," betoken- "rir vidcns deum"; comp. Hieron. zn

ingthe joywhichcomesofdivinewisdom; Gen. T. iii. p. 357). Thus they are op-

see, besides, the passages just referred posed to each other, as aKo-f] to opaais,

to, Le<j. alleg. i. p. 131, Qriod det. pot. i. as the fallacious to the infallible, as the

pp. 203, 215. Ishmael he contrasts with >ro(pi(TT7]% to the (rS'pos, De prof. i. p. 577
;

Israel, the one signifying the ^mr/»7 God, De mid. nam. i. p. 609.

the other the seeinij God (^X i^5<"i O^X

,

6 jy^ Cherub, i. p. 140.


